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sure of the potential cost-effectiveness was ob-
tained.

ITIGITWAY SAFETY ÀND SSD: ISSI'ES AND RELATTONS

A review of highway safety research forms the basis
for evaluating the relative safety of SSD restric-
tions. The resul-ts of previous research, which
relate acciilents to roadv¡ay geornetry, are summarizeil
in the next paragraph. The findings are useful in
estirnating the nagnitutle and severity of accidents
attributabte to sSD restrictions

Foody and Long (1) investigated the incremental
hazard associated with geornetric ele¡nents such as
gradesr curves' íntersectionsr and sight-distance
restrictions. one phase of the project focusecl on

single-vehicle accidents on two-lane rural highways.
A regression nodel was derived that incluclecl per-
centage of SsD restrictions as an independent vari-
able. A sensitivity analysis of the SSD variable
preilicteil an increase of about 1 single-vehicle
accident per million vehicle miles in going fron 0

to 100 percent SSD resÈrictions.
Kihlberg and Tharp (2) studied the difference in

annual acciclent rates over 0.5-kn highway sections
with all combinations of four geonetric features:
gratles (4 percent or more) r curvature (49 or more) 'intersections, and structures. Atthough SSD restric-
tions were not directly stuilied, the geometric vari-
ables can be used to evaluate the sensitivity of
safety to conditions that create SSÐ deficiencies
(such as vertical curves after steep grades anël

sharp horizontal curves). The stuily also provided
clues on the variability in accident rates created
by variable geoÍìetry and conditions. The worst
conclitions resulted in accident rates about 2.5
tines hiqher than the best conditions.
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Cost-Effectiveness of Improvements to

Stopping-Sight-Distance Safety Problems

TIMOTHY R. NEUMAN AND JOHN C. GLENNON

Stopp¡ng-sight d¡stance (SSD) ¡s one of the most s¡gnif¡cant design features of

highways. The treatment of locations that have def¡c¡ent sight distance is gen-

erally costly and difficult because most such deficiencies involve basic problems

with horizontal or vert¡cal geometry. An attempt was made to systematically

evaluate the cost'effectiveness of spot ¡mprovements of SSD'def¡cient locat'

tions. A f¡amework was establ¡shed for classifying the accident potential of

such locations. Countermeasures to treat s¡ght'd¡stance problems on both

rural and urban highways were proposed. Their implementation costs and

hypothetical safety benefits were evaluated in order 1o d¡scover any potent¡al

cost-effect¡ve improvements' Desp¡te conservative assumptions about safety,

tre researäh indicated that only relatively inexpens¡ve countermeasures hold

the potential for cost-effect¡veness. A greater potential for cost-effect¡veness

u¡as indicated when improvements are made in conjunct¡on with a planned

rehabilitation or teconstruction program.

Safe stopping-sight distance (SSD) is one of the
rnost significant design features of híghways. Po-
tentiatly serious safety problems are created by
short vertical curves or by roadside obstructions on
the inside of sharp horizontal curves. Althouqh it
is easy to iilentify highway sections with defic,ient
SSD, treatnent of the problem is ilifficult. Most
síght-distance deficiencies are create¿l by geometric
deficiencies that are costly to correct.

A cost-effectiveness analysis for treating exist-
ing sight-distance deficiencies is presentecl in this
paper. A ratíonal approach was used that relied on
publishecl accident research and knowledge gaineil
frorn an FIIWÀ research contract, nEffectiveness of
Design Criteria for Geonetric E1ements." À frane-
work was established to cLassify SSD problems by
their potentíal- i¡npacts on safety.

Counterneasuies to treat sight-distance problerns
were developed, and estimates of their effectiveness
were nacle. By conparing the cost's of i¡nple¡nenting
these counterneasures with the safety benefits de-
rivedl from hypothesizeil accident recluctions' a nea-



Facility Type

Representative Accident
Ratea (per million vehicle
kììometers)

Accidents Resulting
in Injury or Fatality
Øo)
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Table 1. Basic acc¡dent rates selected for use in SSD analyses.
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length of SSD restrictions, and presence of other
geonetric features.

Traffic Volume

Traffic volume ís an obvious determinant of the
relative hazard at a location that has limiteil SSD.
The risk of an accident resuLting from a criticat
event (e.9., object in road, head-on encounter)
within the SSD restriction is directly proportional
to the number of vehicles exposed.

Facility Tvpe

Accident experience varies consíderably among facil-
ity types. Traffic vol-umes, patterns, and operating
speedst the character of the roadway aLignnrent; anil
the presence, nunber, and nature of conflicts all
contribute to variances in the types and nunber of
accidents. For example, head-on encounters anal
crossing conflicts are potential problens on thro-
lane rural highways, but not on freeways. Con-
versely, on urban freevrays the proximiÈy of en-
Èrances and exits combined with high traffic volu¡nes
at Locations of linited sight distance can create
rear-end incidents. The data in Table I give the
representative accident rates and severities se-
Iected for the analysis of SSD safety for the vari-
ous highway facilities studied.

Severity of SSD Restríction

The relative hazard at a location that has limited
SSD depends partly on the severity of Èhe restric-
tion. Severity refers to the amount of SSD avail-
able relative to the operating speed of the highway.
This concept recognizes the operational and safety
differences presente¿l by the range of SsD-deficient
Iocations. For example, consider two crest verticaL
curves on a highway with an operating speed of I15
km/h. Curve A has a ninimum SSD of 200 rn, whereas
curve B has a ¡nini¡num SSD of. 240 n. Àlthough both
vertical curves are deficient (relative to the
AASIIIO mini¡num SSD requirement of 260 m), curve A
clearly presents a more hazardous situation. With a
185-m brakÍng distance at I15 km/h, curve A only
provides 15 n for perception-reaction time, which
anounts Èo 0.47 sec. Curve B has 55 m and I.?2 sec
of perceptíon-reaction time.

The severity of SSD restrictions can be charac-
terized by the differential between the design speedl
an¿l the operating speed of the híghway. Therefore¡
the locations in this anal_ysis were classified by
their SSD severity according to the following table,
where the severity of a location is measured against
the AÀSHTO minimum SSD (note that operating speeil in
this table represents the speed at which free-f1ow-
ing vehicles traveL through the area of restricte¿l
SSD) :

SeveriÈy
Moderate
S ignificant
Extreme

Increment of Speed (kn,/h) Uniler
Eighway Operating Speed for which
SSD rs Sufficient
15
25
35

Length of Sight-Distance Restrictions

Ànother factor that affects the relative safety of a
SSD deficiency is the tength of highsray over which
the restricted sight distance exists. This 1ength
is a basic neasure of exposure to risk; the longer
the restriction, the greater the probability that an
event (such as an object falling onto the road) wilt
occur within the restricted area. The 1ength of

Ruraì freeway 0-50
Rural twGlane highway 1.50
Urban freeway 1.10
Urban arterial 5.30

38
42
29
32

aData from Â-¿\SFITO (f Ð, although the statewide accident data from Florida and
Illinois were obtained from the FHWA contract, "Effectiveness of Design Criteriã for
Geometric Elements."

Cirillo and others (3) studied the relations of
geometry and traffic variables to accident rates on
Interstate highways with a series of regression
models. One moilel, which described accident rates
aLong the ¡nain line between interchanges, contained
mini¡nun SSD as a geonetric variable. Its contribu-
tion to predicted accident experience was negligible.

OÈher studies were inconclusive on the safety
effects of SSD. Schoppert (_l) judged sight distance
as insignificant in explaining varíations in acci-
dent rates. Raff (5), Gupta and Jain þ), and Sparks
(7) did not reach any conclusions on sight distance.
Agent and Oeen (t) reported that a significant por-
tion of accitlents on two-lane rural highways were
rear-end collisions, which suggested that sight
distance may play a role in accident causation.
[Other reports that may be of interest are from Dart
and Man (9) and clennon anil Vleaver (10).I

This review of safety literature reveals three
basis conclusions that relate SSD and accidenÈ oc-
currence:

I. Identification of the specific effects of
linited SSD on accident rates has not been achieved
by previous research,

2. Indications are that linited SSD contributes
to safety problens on a range of highway types, and

3. Combinations of geornetric problems (including
SSD restrictions) generally result in higher acci-
dent ratês.

That previous research has not established a
strong link between accident experience and SSD is
not surprising. FirsÈ, highway sections that have
unusual or severe SSD restrictions are relatively
rare; therefore, the inclusion of such sections in a
Large data base would clilute the effects of the
restrictions. Second, a characteristic of SSD re-
strictions is their relatively short length. Acci-
dent studies that rely on long study sections would
dilute any effect of the SSD restriction, which
usually affects only a small proportion of the sec-
tion length. Thírd, the safety history of limited
SSD locations would reflect not only the severity of
the resÈriction, but also the effect of other geo-
metríc elenents present at or near the restríction,
such as intersections, sharp curvature, and narrow
sÈructures. No study has quantifie¿l SSD restric-
tions to the extent necessary to identify these
effects.

DEVELOPMENT OF A SAFETY EFFECTIVENESS RÀTTONALE

The relation of SSD to safety is hypothesized as a
series of basic elernents. These elements relate to
the functional and operational aspects of SSD, the
other geometric characteristics of the highway, and
the basic measures of exposure to the SSD hazaral.
The framework developed to evaluate the sensitivity
of SSD to safety has five basic ele¡nents: traffic
volume, facility type, severity of SSD restrictions,
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restriction is deter¡nineil by a sight-distance pro-
file, as shown in Figure I.

The relations among length of restrictionr sever-
ity of the restriction, and À (the algebraic differ-
ence in gradles) are shown in Figure 2. In general,
the more severe the restriction, the shorter the
length of highway affected. (For anafysis purPoses,
AÀSHTO rninimum ssD is useil as the required ssD for
the parameters in Figure 2.)

Relations sinilar to those of Figure 2 for hori-
zontal ssD restrictions are not as readily developecl
because of the great variability in conditions that
create horizontal SSD restrictions.

Other Georîetric Features

The fifth element of SsD-deficient locations is the
character of the roadway as clefined by aII other
geometric features within the restricted area. A

short crest vertical curve that hides a sharP hori-
zontal curve Presents a greater accident potential
than if no such conilition existeil. These locaÈions
are rightfully viewecl as particularly susceptible to
sight-distance-related accidlents. The data in Table
2 give a classification of confounding geometric
features in ter¡ns of their esti¡nateil relative hazard
when conbined Idith deficient SSD.

SAFETY CHARACTERIZÀTION OF SIÎES THAT

HAVE SSD DEFTCTENCIES

A Iink betlreen ileficient SSD and higher accident
rates is only indirectly establishe¿l by previous
research. Incre¡nental safeËy effects of SSD defi-
ciencies defined by various levels of severity of
restriction and situational hazards have not been
established. Nevertheless, greater acciilent rates

Figure 1. SSD profiles for vertical curves'

Irl
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are expected on highway sections that have large SSD

deficiencies and other hazartls, such as intersec-
tions ancl curves' within the sight restriction.
What nust be hypothesized is the nagnitude of these
accident rates relative to average rates.

Acciilent Frequencv Distributions

Accident clata collecÈed in three states (for the
FIIWA contract "Effectiveness of oesign Criteria for
Geornetric Elementsr) for two-Iane rural highway
curves inclicate how accident rates fluctuate. The
data in Table 3 give both the nean accident rates
andl the nunbers of sites that have rates signifi-
cantly higher than the mean. Despite differences
anong the states, rates of 3 to 5 times the nean are
clearly appropriate for worst-case geonetry situa-
t ions.

This dlistributional characteristic of accident
rates allows the quantification of potential acci-
dent rates relative to levels of perceived hazard.
For example, it can be presunecl that the accitlent
rate attributable to deficient SsD is greater than
the average rate (considering that nost highway
nileage has adequate SSD) and less than 5 times the
average rate. Furthernorer it can be presumed that
the contribution of deficient sSD' expressed as a
multipte of the average rater etould ilepend on the
other irnportant elenents previously discussecl (i.e.t
severity of the restriction an¿l other geornetric
hazards) .

Accident Rate Reduction Factors

The basic research objective was to iclentify poten-
tially cost-effective counterneasures to sSD safety
problens. With this objectiver optinistic assumP--*l
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Figure 2, Relat¡ons among grades, severity, and ¡ength of SSD restr¡ct¡ons on vert¡cal curues,
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Table 2. Hazard presented by geometric cond¡tions w¡th¡n SSD deficiencies.

RelativeHazard GeometricCondition

Minor Tmgent horizontal alignment
Mild cuflature (>60Gm radius)
Mild downgrade (<3 percent)

Significant Low-volume intersection
Intermediate curuature (300- to 600-m ¡adius)
Moderate downgrade (3 to 5 percent)
Structute

Major High-volume inteßection
Y-diverge on ¡oad
Sharp curuature (<30&m radius)
Steep downgrade (>5 percent)
Nanow bridge
Ntrrowed pavement
Freeway lane drop
Elrit or entrance downstleam along freeway

tions were built into the framework for evaluating
safety benefits, which had the effect of firnly
establishing upper limits on countertneasure effec-
t iveness.

With these considerations, a rnatrix of accidenÈ
rate reduction factors was developed to describe the
h!'pothesized relations between acciilent rate and two
basic ilescriptors of SSD con¿litíons! (a) the sever-
ity of the restriction, and (b) the presence of
other confounding geornetric features within the
restrÍction. The factors given in Table 4 for two-
lane rural híghways represent increnented multiples
of the average accialent raÈe for any facility t]¡pe.
These incremental factors were rationally selecteil

to describe the variability in accident rate for all
possible co¡nbinations of severity of SSD restriction
and geornetric features.

To illustrate the use of the data in Table 4,
note that the greatest factor (4.0) represents a 35
kn/h SSD deficiency and includes a major geometric
hazartl. Such a location is expected to have an
accídent rate of 5 tines the average rate. FuII
treatnenÈ of both aspects (the geonetric feature antl
t.he severity of SSD restriction) would presumably
reduce the rate to the average (1.0). Thus the
increnent of accident rate attributable to the SSD
restriction and the prevailing geonetric hazard is
5.0 - 1.0, or 4.0 times the average.

The other tabular entries in Table 4 are ratio-
nalizations. Àn averagè location, í.e., one that
does not have a confouniling geotnetric feature but
iloes have adequate SSD, has an incremental factor of
0' which inilicates that SSD does not contribute to
the accident rate. Similarly, a highway section
that does not have SsD deficiencies but does have a
major geotnetric hazard (such as a high-volurne inter-
section) is expected to have an accident rate t¡{ice
the average (hence the factor I.0).

The use of the data in Table 4 conpletes the
analysis framework established to evaluate the acci-
dent-reduction effectiveness of countermeasures to
SSD problen locations. The frarnework is defined by
the foIlowíng basic sÈeps:

1. Definition of the highway tt4¡e;
2. Selection of the appropriate average accident

rate (R¡) from the data in Table 1;
3. Definitíon of the geometry at the location by

(a) the severity of the SSD restrictíon from the

0.30
Restrictions (km)
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Table 3. Distribution of acc¡dents on two-lane rural
highways.
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State

Mean Accident Rate, g
Sample (accidents per million
Size vehicle kilometers)

No. of Sites with Accident
Rates

5u4p3tl

Florida

Ohio

Texas

Total

1,400-2,099
2,t00-3,099
3,r 0G4,899

1,400-2,099
2,100-3,099
3, I 00-4,899

I,400-2,099
2,'t0G3,099
3,10G4,899

t52 0.81
160 0.7 5
154 0.76

zsl 2.20
224 2.O2
1 81 1.97

328 1.14
458 1.16
274 1.1 I

2,182

o^)
421
532
110
s00
100

1342
23125
952

75a 310 14'

Notes: Data are from an FÉIWA cottract, "Effectivenes of Design Criteriâ for Geometric Elements"'
ADT = ave¡age dâily lraffic.

â3.4 percent. b1.4 percent, co.6 percent.

Table 4. Hypothesized accident rate factors for evaluation of SSD restrict¡ons. Table 5. Average cost per acc¡dent by highway type.

Character of Geometric
Condition within SSD
Restriction

Severity of SSD Restriction by Vehicle Speed Avg Cost of Accident Avg Cost per
Resulting in Injury or Accident: All
Fatalityt ($) Accidentsa'b ($)35 km/h Highway Type0 km/h l5 km/h 25 km/h

Minor hâzard
Significant hazard
Major hazard

Note: Factor multiplied by ave¡age accident rate is accident rate att¡ibÙtable to the com-
bined effects of the roadwy geometry and SSD restriction.

previously discussed in-text tab1e, (b) the length
of the sSD (Lr) restriction from the data in Fig-
ure 2' and (e) the hazaral within the SsD restriction
frorn the clata in Table 2;

4. Deterrnination of the accident rate factor
(F"r) from the data in Tab1e 4t

-. Calculation of the contribution of the ile-
fineil situation to the annuat accident experience:

Annual number of accidents attributable to the SsD

restriction = 365 ADT x (R¡ x Lr x Far x 10-6),
ancl

6. Calculation of the accident-reduction effec-
tiveness for the the various counterneasures.

The framev¡ork reveals differences in countermea-
sures based on their effects on the geonetry of the
location. Safety benefits achieveil by increasing
SSD (e.g., by lengthening vertical curves) are de-
termined by reading laterally frorn right to left in
Table 4. Sinilarly' safety benefits achieve¿l by
removing or rnitigating the confoun¿ling geornetric
condition (e.g., by moving an íntersection or flat-
tening a horizontal curve within the SsD restric-
tion) are ¿letermine¿l by reading vertically up in
Table 4.

CÀLG'LATION OF SAFETY BENEFITS FROM REDUCTIONS

IN ÀCCIDENT RÃTES

The basis of many benefit,/cost and cost-effective-
ness analyses is the dollar value assuned to accrue
to society vthen an accident and injury or fatality
is forestalled. In this research the dollar acci-
dent benefit from SSD ínprovenents was compare¿l to
the costs of inple¡nenting these inprovements.

The proper cost assignable to traffic accidents
has been extensivety ilebated. Given the nature of
this stu¿ly' conservative (high) dotlar estimates of
safety are aPproPriate. Therefore' NHTSA (!a) soci-
etal costs of accídents vtere use¿l. These costst
updateil to L980' are motor vehicle fatality

Rural freeway 28,583
Rural twolane highway 25,410
Urban freeway 14,221
Other urban 'l I ,922

tl,263
I I,048
4,s84
4,2s6

"Dat" from FÉIWA (r3). bData from A,{SÉtTo (t Ð.

g358r408; notor vehicle injury = i3r974, and prop-
erty-damage collision = $648.

fnfornation from other sources (9) allowed the
derivation of average costs per accident for all
facility types, which are given in Table 5.

SPOT-IMPROVEMENT COT'NTERMEASURES TO SSD

SÀFETY PROBLEMS

Locations that have SSD ileficiencies can be treateil
with a wide range of counterrneasures. These counter-
¡neasures ¡nay be classified in terms of their in-
tended treatnent of the problen. Spot-irnprovement
counterrneasures' such as lengthening vertical curves
or removing trees or obstructions on the inside of
horizontal curvesr increase SSD and thereby elini-
nate the hazard. Considering the basic analysis
framework for sSD acciclents, it is aPParent that
other countermeasures are also available. For exam-
p1e, a safer condition can be create¿l by treating a
geonetric feature vrithin the SSD restrictiont i.e.'
by noving an intersection or flattening a horizontal
curve hi¿lden by a crest vertical curver the acci¿lent
potential should be reduced.

The ilata in Table 6 give the countermeasures
considered ín this research' which represent the
geonetric and operational improvenents available for
aII basic highway types.

Calculation of Costs of fmplenenting SSD

Countermeasures

Cost-effectiveness evaluations of the countermea-
sures given in Table 6 requirecl estinates of theif
cost. Construction cost estimates baseil Õn 1980
unit costs \dere computecl for each counterneasure.
The ¿laÈa in Tables 7 and 8 summarize the costs of
construction for the countermeasures studied. fm-
plernentation costs for most of the countermeasures
vary with the assumed initial geonetric con¿lition
and the increment of improvenent. Note that the
nost severe sSD cases (e.g.r large A values for

2.0
3.0
4.0

1.2
2.0
2.8

0 0.5
0.4 1.1
1.0 1.8

l

i
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Table 6. Countermeasures to s¡ghtdistance safety problems.
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Table 7. Costs of construction and ¡mplementat¡on for SSD countermeasures
on two-lane rural highways.

Countermeâsure

Cost of Construction
and Implementation
($)

Countermeasures Designed to

Highway Type Inc¡ease SSD
Reduce Haza¡d Within SSD
Restriction

Rural Interstate

Rural twolane
highway

Urban Interstate

Urban arterial

Lengthen vertical cutre
Increase cut along inside
of curue

Lengthen vertical curye
Remove trees; increase cut

along inside of horÞontal
cuwe

Flatten one or more grades

Flatten horizontal curye
Widen median; remove .

median barrier; or special
median design

Lengthen vertical curve
Increase offset to retaining

wall

Lengthen vertical cufle

Move entrance or exit

Flatten horizontal cuwe
within SSD restriction

Move intersection
Move Y-diverge
Widen narrow bridge
Widen roadway
Signing and delineation

Move entrance or exit
Flatten horizontal curye
Variable message signing
Marking or signing schemes

on median shoulders

Signalize intersection
Signing or marking schemes

Lengthen vertical cuwe
Low A

I 5 km/h increase in SSD
35 km/h increase in SSD

Moderate A
I 5 km/h increase in SSD
35 km/h increase in SSD

High A
I 5 km/h increase in SSD
35 km/h i¡crease in SSD

CIeâr trees or brush from inside horizontal curoe
I 5 km/h increase in SSD
35 km/h increase in SSD

Flatten horizontâl cuwe within SSD restriction
Move intersection on Y-diverge away from SSD

restrìction
Widen roadway at crest vertical curye
Widen narrow structure

I 20,000-t ?0,000
1 25,000- 1 85,000

I 85,000-270,000
200,000-300,000

270,000-320,000
300,000-350,000

3,00G.6,000
9,50G15,000
rs0,000.200,000
120,00G.220,000

70,000
a

aGenerally prohibitive.

Table L Costs of oonstruct¡on and ¡mplementation for SSD æuntermeasures
on urban freeways.vertical curves and 35 km/h deficiency) are the nost

costly to improve.

Conversion of Costs to Annual- Basis

In perforning cost-effectiveness anaLyses base¿l on
annual acci¿lent benefits' all construction costs
rnust be annualized. this requires an esti¡nate of
the useful tife for all elements of the highway.
For the types of projects considered in this study'
earthwork and roadbe¿l construction were assigned a
4O-yr life. The useful life of pavernents was as-
sumed to be 20 yr. Thus all current annual con-
struction costs represent conplete construction,
with reconstruction of the pavernent after 20 yr.

ff a discount râte of I0 percent is used' the
following factors apply:

Present v¡orth (Pw) of amount 20 yr hence = Pw at 10
percent' 2O Yr = 0.148644.

Annua1 share [capital recovery (cR) ] of present
amount over 40 yr = CR at t0 percent, 40 yr =
o . L02259 .

RESULTS OF COST-EFFECTIVSNESS ÀNALYSES OF SSD

SPOT-IMPROVEMENT COI]NTERMEASURES

Application of the cost-effectiveness framework anil
all cost estimates yielils a cotnplete picture on the
nature of countermeasures to SSD safety problens.
One basíc conclusion is apparentr regardless of
facility type:

only countermeasures that are relatívely inexpen-
sive to implenent as spot improvenents hold the
potentiat for cost-effectiveness for tl¡pical
traffic volumes on each type of highway.

The reasons for this basic conclusion are appar-
ent nhen all the aspects of SSD safety are con-
sidered. First, deficient SSD is generally the
resul-t of a basic geometric deficiency' which is
usually costly to correcÈ. Second, the length of
highway over which the deficiency affects operations
is in ¡nost cases relatively short (for vertical SSD

restrictions, the worse the deficiency' the shorter
the lengÈh of highway affected). Such situations
would therefore not have a large number of annual

Countermeasure

Cost of Construction
and Implementation
(s)

Iængthen vertical curye
Low A

I 5 km/h increase in SSD
35 km/h increase in SSD

Moderate A
I 5 km/h increase in SSD
35 km/h increase in SSD

High A, l5 km/h increase in SSD
Move entrance or exit ramp
Remove ho¡izontal obstructions
lnstall real-time yâriâble message signing
Redesign of median bar¡ier (offset from

centerline) or horizontal curue
Signing, marking, or delineation

500,000
820,000

870,000
1,270,000
1,300,000
500,000
200,000-300,000
20,000
60,000-t 00,000

A

aNominal.

accidentsr despite having a large incremental rate
attributable to the deficiency.

The data in Tables 9 and 10 summarize the cost-
effectiveness analyses of spot irnprovenents to SSD
problems. The potential cost-effectiveness of SSD

safety countermeasures was tleter¡nined by conparing
the hypoÈhesized dollar acciilent benefits r¿ith the
annuarize¿l construcÈion costs' A benefit,/cosÈ raÈio
of 1.0 or greater indicated potential cost-effec-
tiveness. Because accident benefits are a function
of accídent rate an¿l traffic volurne, the analyses
identified traffic volume levels at which cost-ef-
fectiveness vras achieve¿l.

A number of significant points should be con-
sidered vrhen reviewíng the data in Tables 9 and I0.
It is important to retain a persPective on the con-
cept of cost-effectiveness as it is apPlied to deci-
sion rnaking. fn this stu¿ly counterrneasures whose
potential annual benefits exceeded annual costs were
identífied as cost effective. Hovrever' this ¿loes
not necessarily identify thelB as economically feasi-
ble or evèn desirable. The irnptementation of proj-
ects or prograrns also depends on other factorsr such
as available funding and the econornic returns pro-
vided by conpeting projects. The net result rnay be
that benefit,/cost ratios much greater than 1.0 are
required for implernentation of certain countermea-
sures.
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Table 9, Cost-effectiveness of spot-improvement countermeasures to SSD safety problems on rural h¡ghways.

Countermeâsure

ADT Level Required
for Potential
Cost-Effectiveness

Geometric, Operational, and Traffic
Conditions

Two-lane highways
Lengthen vertica.l curve with a 25 kmlh

deficiency in SSD
Lengthen vertical cutre with a 35 km/h

deficiency in SSD
Flatten sharp horizontal cune within a

SSD deficiency
Cleæ trees or minor obstructions from
inside of horizontal curyes

Cut earth from inside of horizontal cufle
Move intersection or Y-diverge away from

SSD restriction
Widen roadway at very short crest vertical
cufle

Widen nanow bridge within SSD deficiency

Warning signs, delineation, and pavement-
marking schemes

Freeways
Lengthen vertical curve

Cut earth or rock from inside of horizontal
cutre

Move entrance or exit ramp away from SSD

l 3,000-1 5,000
I 7,000-t 9,000
I 0,000- 1 4,000
I 3,000-1 7,000
I 1,000-1 2,000

200-400

50G1,000

Any level

Significant hazard \r'Íthín SSD restriction
Mino¡ haza¡d within SSD restriction
Significant hazard within SSD restriction
Minor hazard within SSD restriction
Design speed of cune at least 25 km/h
lower than design speed of highway

At least 25 km/h SSD deficiency

At least 25 km/h SSD deficiency

Very narrow, low-volume minor roads

Minor hazard within 25 to 35 km/h SSD
restdction; significant or major hzard
within 1 5 to 35 km/h SSD restriction

Not cost effective under typical geometric,
operational, or traffic conditions

Not cost effective

Not cost effective under typical geometric,
operational, or traffic condÍtions

Not cost effective under typical geometric,
operationâI, o¡ t¡affic conditions

Not cost-effective under typical geometric,
operational, or traffic conditions

Not cost-effective under typical geometric,
operational, or traffic conditions

--j

-rl
l

'':
¡ii
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I'i.i

1
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Table10. Cost'effestivenessof spot-¡mprovementcountermeasurestoSSDsafetyproblemsonurbanfreeways.

Countermeasu¡e

ADT Level Required
for Potential Geometric, Operational, and Traffic
Cost-Effectiveness Conditions Notes

'l

Arterial streets
Lengthen vertical cuwe

Wârning signs, delineation, and pavement-
marking schemes

Signalzation

Freeways
Lengthen vertical curue with a 1 5 km/h
deficiency in SSD

Move entrance or exit ramps away from
SSD deficiency of l5 to 35 km/h

Rebuild retaining wall to increase ho¡izonal
SSD

Flatten sharp horizontal cufle within a
SSD deficiency

Widen median at controlling cures with
narrow medians md baniers

Variable message signing (real time) near
SSD deficiencies

Marking and signing schemes on median
shouÌdem in horizontal curves

Shift median barrier at controlling cufles
within existing median width

1 50,000-1 75,000

200,00G,22s,000

30,000 0

Significant hazard within SSD restriction

Typical lengths of controlling horizontal
cuwes

Not cost effective under typical geometric,
operational, or traffic conditions

Probably cost effective under ail typical
geometdc, operational, o¡ traffic conditions

Cost-effectiveness analys.is not performed; Manual
on Uniform Traffic Control Devices warants
apply

Not cost effective unde¡ typicâl geometdc,
operational, or traffic conditions

Not cost effective under typical geometric,
operational, or traffic conditions

Not cost effective under typical geometdc,
operational, or traffic conditions

Probably cost effective under al1 typical
geometric, operâtional, or traffic condítions

hobably cost effective under all typical
geometdc, operatíonal, or traffic conditions

The final deter¡nination of potentiaL cost-effec-
tiveness rnust be ternpereil by several other consiiler-
ations, which include costs and benefits not di-
rectLy included Ín the analysis but are presune¿l to
apply. rn thís study only readily identifiable
construction costs and accidlent benefits were ap-
plied. Other costs that would be significant on
high-volune roadvrays incluile the delay to traffic
during construction and the ilirect costs of tnain-
taining traffic. Àdditional benefits also accrue to
those alternatives rrhere signÍficant align¡nent
changes are nade. Reductions in vehicle operating
costs are expectedl on flatter grades, longer verti-
cal curves, and milder horizontal curves.

OTHER CONSIDERÀTIONS IN SÀFETY DESIGN OF SSD

Two other aspects of SSD safety problerns are also of
ínterest. The first concerns the general lssue of
rehabilitation or reconstruction and its effect on
decision making tovrard treatment of SSD safety prob-
Iems. The second aspect concerns new ilesigns and
construction.

The scheduling of a
highway produces an

rehabilitation project for a
opportunity to identlfy an¿l

:
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treat SSD-deficient locaÈions. fn such cases the
concept of cost-effectiveness results in quite dif-
ferent answers when cornpareil with the anaì.ysis of
ssD counterrneasures as spot improvements. This is
true because the separate decision to invest in
reconstruction nay resuLt in a reduced incre¡nental
cost required to simultaneously treat a SSD problem.

An analysis was performe¿l of the cost-effecÈive-
ness of implenenting SsD safety counterrneasures
within a planned rehabilitation project. In such
cases certain cost itens required for rehabilitation
neeil not be included as costs of treating the SSÐ
probten. (One exa¡nple is the cost of replacing the
pavement, assuning the entire roadway is to be re-
bullt.) These implications are importanti counter-
neasures that are not cost effective as sPot im-
provements nay be so when incorporateil into a
planneil rehabilitation effort. As an exanple, con-
sider the basic question of lengthening a vertical
curve to increase SSD on a two-lane rural highway.
If only earthwork and a portion of drainage and
engineering costs are assurned to apply' the percent-
age of full costs to perforrn the SsD irnprovement ís
esti¡nateil as shonn in the following table:

Difference
in Grades,
À
4
6

I

Percentage of FUII Cost
Applicable under Rehabilitation
DP^iâ^|

20
30
40

(Note that for this table that the full-cost basis
includes all pavernent renoval, earthwork, negt pave-
ment, and shoulder, drainager signingr and engineer-
ingi and that the cost basis as a part of rehabilí-
tation includes some pavement renoval, earthworkt
and a portion of ilrainage and engineering.)

Consequently, the ADT levels reguired to justify
Èreatnents such as lengthening verÈical curves are
significantly lower within the context of a planned
rehabilitation project.

The ¿lata in Tab1es 11 and 12 sun¡narize the esti-
rnateil cost-effectiveness of counterneasures inple-
¡nenteil during a planned rehabiLitation project. In
sotne cases the ADT level required to justify a coun-
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termeasure is identical to that given in Tables 9

and 10. This reflects the judgment that none of the
costs of construction and implementation of the SSD

countermeasure would be incurred if the SSD defi-
ciency is not treate¿l. In other cases ADT levels
are somewhat lower for irnplenentation within a reha-
bilitation project. This results from the assign-
ment of significant costs (for exa¡nple, new pave-
nent) to the necessary rehabilitation, which thereby
lowers the marginal cost of treating the SSD defi-
c iency.

SSD Safety in Planninq and Desiqn for
New llighwavs

Àlthough many of the counterrneasures studieil dicl not
offer potential cost-effectiveness as spot inprove-
nents or within a rehabilitation context, their
application is recom¡nended wherever possible during
the planning and design phase of new construction.
The operational franework for SSD presented in this
paper affords the highway designer the opportunity
to rationally plan and design for special situations
not explicitly covered by ÀASIrTo design policy (14-
Iq). Provision for additional SSD at critical loca-
tions, special design values for highways with high
truck volumes, anil consideration of all geornetry in
the design of sSD are all indicated by the research.
The important point is that such design sensitivitlt
to the varying requirenents and criticality of SSD

can result in a better design at no incremental cost
¡vhen it is applied in the ínitial design stage.

coNcLUsroNs

Àn analysis of the potential cost-effectiveness of
treating deficient SSD has been presented. A ra-
tional fra¡nework was established that descrlbed the
accident potential of SsD-deficient locations. the
elements of the frarnee¡ork incluileil (a) tlPe of high-
wâyr (b) traffic volunes' (c) severity of the SSD

deficiency, (d) presence of other conditions or
confounding geometry within the area of deficient
SSD, and (e) length of highway with less-than-ade-
guate SSD.

Table1l, Cost-effectivenessofcountermeasurestoSSDsafetyproblemsincorporatedwithinplannedrehabil¡tationpro¡ectsonruralhighways.

Countermeasure

ADT Level Required
for Potential
Cost-Effectiveness

Geometric, Operational, and Traffic
Conditions Notes

Twolane highways
Lengthen vertical cufle with a 35 km/h

deficiency i¡ SSD
LenBthen vertical curve with a 25 km/h

deficiency in SSD
Flatten sharp ho¡izonta.l cutre within a

SSD deficiency
Clea¡ trees or minor obstructions from
inside of horizontal curyes

Cut earth from inside of horizontal curve
Move intersection or Y-diverge away from

SSD restriction
Widen roadway at very short crest vertical

cufle
Widen nanow b¡idge within SSD deficiency
Warnhg signs, delileation, and pavement-

marking schemes
Freeways

Lengthen vertical cutre

Cut earth o¡ rock from inside of horizontal
cufle

Move entrance or exit ramp away from
SSD deficiency

4,00G.5,000

5,000-6,000
6,000-7,000
1 1,000-i2,000

200-400

500-i,000

Significant hazard withi¡ SSD restriction

Significant hazard within SSD restriction
Mi¡or hazard within SSD restriction
Design speed of cure at least 25 km/h
lower than design speed of highway

At least 25 km/h SSD deficiency

At least 25 km/h SSD deficiency

Very nanow, low-volume minor roads

Not cost effective under typical geometric,
operational, or traffic conditions

Not cost effective
Not cost effective under typical geometric,

operational, or traffic conditions
Probâbly cost effective under all typical

geometric, operational, or traffic conditions

Not cost effective under typicâ1 geometric,
operational, or traffic conditions

Not cost effective under typical geometric,
operational, or t¡affic conditions

Not cost effective under typical geometric,
operational, o¡ traffic conditions
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Table 12. Cost€ffect¡veness of countermeasures to SSD safety problems incorporated with¡n planned rehabil¡tat¡on pro¡ects on urban freeways.

Countermeasure

ADT Level Required
for Potential
Cost-Effectiveness

Geometric, OperationâI, and Traffic
Conditions

Arterial streets
Lengthen verticaJ cuwe

Warning signs, delineation, and pavement-
marking schemes

Freeways
Lengthen vertical cuwe with a I 5 km/h 25,000

deficiency in SSD
Move entrance or exit ramps away from 40,000

SSD deficiency of I 5 km/h or more
Rebuild retaining wall to increase horizontal

SSD

Flatten horizontal curoe within a SSD
deficiency

Widen median at controlling curves with
narrow medians and barriers

Variable message signing (real time) near
SSD deficiency

Marking and signing schemes on median
shoulders in horizontal cunes

Shift median banier at controlling curue
within existing median width

Significant hazard within SSD restriction

Not cost effective under typical geometric,
operational, or t¡affic conditions

Probably cost effective under all typical
geometric, operational, or traffic conditions

Cost effectiveness is extremely variable and
depends on the nature of the rehabilitation
project and existing conditions

Not cost effective under typical geometric,
operâtional, or traffic conditions

Cost-effect.iveness is extremely variable and
depends on the nature of the rehabilitation
project and existing conditions

Probably cost effective under all typical
geometric, operational, or traffic conditions

Probably cost effective under all typical
geometric, operational, or traffic conditions

Probably cost effective under all typicâl
geometric, operational, or traffic conditions

'..--1
-j,¡

I

Three irnportant fin¿lings resulted from the anal-
ysis.

1. Only inexpensive counterneasures such as
clearing horizontal sighÈ obstructions, signing, and
delineation are potentially cost effective as spot
improvements at locations with deficient SSD (based
on AASHTo policy).

2. A greater potential for cost-effective treat-
nent of ssDdeficient locations exists when a high-
way is planned for najor rehabilitation or recon-
struction. fn such cases only Èhe incre¡nental costs
of treating the SsD are attributable to a cost-ef-
fectiveness analysis. The result is thatr for
higher volume facilities, treatment of serious SSD
cleficiencies during rehabilitation rnay generally be
cost effective. AIso, inexpensive counter¡neasures
such as clearing horizontal sighÈ obstructions may
be cost effective for a wide variety of site con-
ditions.

3. Although many of the counterneasures stu¿lied
nere not potentially cost effective either as spot
ilçrovenents or as part of a rehabilitation project,
their application is recotnrnended during the planning
anil atesign of neer construction. The operational
framework for ssD presented in this paper allows the
highway designer to rationally plan and design for
special situations not explicitly covered by AÀSIflfO
design policy. Provision for additional SSD at
critícal locations' special design values for high-
ways with high truck volumes, and consideration of
all geonetric features in the clesign of sSD are alL
inilicated by the research. The important point is
that a sensitivity to the varying reguirenents an¿l
criticality of SSD can result in a better design at
no incremental cost when it is appJ.ied in the ini-
tial design stage.
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